
DISTRIBUTION, SHIPPING, AND 
TRUCKING USE CASES
LiveView Technologies helps protect warehouses, distribution centers, trucking yards, and more with our mobile security units. The 
units are equipped with cameras, lights, and a two-way speaker which can be controlled remotely through our video management 
system, the LVT Platform. Our units are intended to deter criminals before they can act, help you intervene to protect your property, as 
well as provide high quality, 24/7 views. Some use cases for the distribution, shipping, and trucking industry are:

PROTECT GOODS AND MERCHANDISE
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containers, and transports are stopped. LVT Units can be easily stationed at distribution centers or trucking yards to add security 
to vulnerable cargo. 

SURVEY PARKED FLEETS
LVT mobile trailers do not rely on wired power or Wi-Fi connections. This means they can be stationed anywhere in a trucking 
yard to watch stationary trucks, tractors, or trailers.

PROTECT WORKERS
Night shift dock workers or security guards are often alone and are susceptible to violent thieves and/or accidents. LVT Units can 
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human. Furthermore, we offer optional monitoring services through a third-party so there is a human response to any alerts, even in 
the middle of the night.

CONTROL PROPERTY ACCESS
LVT Units help control the border of your property with bounding boxes and audio messages. Know when a vehicle or person 
enters your property and use the two-way speaker to talk to them live and warn them off the property.

CONFIRM SHIPMENTS
Know the instant a shipment drives through your gates with LVT alerts which can be sent to your mobile device. That way you 
can plan, prepare, and adjust shipping schedules without the guesswork.

MONITOR CURRENT CONDITIONS
Our cutting-edge cameras help you observe current conditions at your distribution centers. You can check the weather to see if it 
is safe to send shipments out or even check on the current inventory and trucks on your property.


